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Creation’s Yes!
Selected poems by
Sally Argent, David Barbour, Laurie Gaum,
Allen Goddard and John Roﬀ
with
drawings by Jackie Cook
“Creation’s Yes!” is an invitation to drink deeply from the well of nature
poetry marked by simplicity, attention and love for creation. The poets’
own experiences shine through their work.
Susan Rakoczy IHM, PhD - St Joseph’s Theological Institute

These are poems in response to deep feeling. Whether it be the horror of
Marikana, the legacy of inequality, or the beauty of a Bateleur, the poets
in this debut collection will help you see this world with fresh eyes.
Kobus Moolman – Poet and Senior Lecturer, University of KwaZulu -Natal

It is deeply refreshing to read this celebration of South Africa's wonderful
created world. So often environmental discourse is full of foreboding, but
here even the lamentation inds lyrical forms that promise redemption.
Take time to slow down and enter the world of these poets as they notice
and write from their hearts of all they see and feel around them.
Peter Harris – Co-Founder of A Rocha and Author
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Forewo rd
Many workshops leave delegates weary, dejected, anxious about
implementing new ideas, and sapped of energy. Some others
produce participants with a renewed sense of vision and a fresh
enthusiasm for energizing projects. Such was the 2012 A Rocha
South Africa Writers’ Workshop held in the Western Cape of South
Africa. From it came new writers in a variety of genres. They
included ive poets whose dedication to loving and caring for the
environment has propelled them into meeting regularly to
receive, read and resonate with what is valuable in each other’s
work.
So they have been writing new poems about creation with the
poet’s mission to show rather than tell. The result is this
anthology Creation’s Yes! where you may read about moles and
bats at night, or about novices walking in silent contemplation of
the mysteries surrounding them. You will ind yourself being
asked hard questions about mining tragedies and poverty and
inequality, and you might sigh as a butter ly leaves you with only a
gentle reminder of what might have been.
We hope you like the collection. But more than that we hope that
as you read, your minds will engage with some new concepts –
when last did you worship your Creator in a cathedral not made
with hands, or when last did you turn to go out your back door,
only to ind an eland standing quietly there?
Whatever, our hope is that the images described, the questions
asked, the conclusions suggested or drawn, will help you in your
response to the Creator as we af irm Him in our resounding Yes!
Heather Johnston
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Sally Argent
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I was born in Johannesburg on the top of the Witwatersrand. The
rock strata which outcropped in our garden, the spring rising just
beyond our garden gate, the spectacular summer thunder storms
that seemed to break just overhead, and the Magaliesberg
Mountains, often visited, were geographic realities that shaped my
childhood and sharpened my sensitivity to the natural world.
Initially, having quali ied as a town and regional planner, I worked
in Johannesburg’s metropolitan team, designing and
implementing an open space system. Having to publish guides to
the various walking trails was my introduction to writing.
After moving to Cape Town I volunteered at Kirstenbosch
National Botanical Gardens and joined a team to compile the book
Discovering Indigenous Forests at Kirstenbosch. Meeting
Khayelitsha craftsman, Golden Nongawuza, was a profound
experience, and on receipt of a grant from the Community
Publishing Project I was able to write and publish his story, The
Flower Fields.
In Cape Town I rediscovered my childhood joy of drawing and
painting and started illustrating the stories and articles I wrote for
the Wildlife Society’s magazine, Enviro-kids. The discovery of
contemplative prayer developed later in life through a foundation
course in Christian Spirituality. I received spiritual direction
myself and inally trained as a retreat leader. Creativity,
spirituality and environment are threads woven through my life
and my poems express delight in the natural world and my deep
awareness of the spiritual within it.
I would like to thank Finuala Dowling for her formative poetry
classes, Andrew, my husband and our children, Jonathan, Brendan
and Lucy. My special thanks also to Heather Johnston for her
encouragement and patience.
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Mandela’s Gold
At Kirstenbosch the botanists have bred
a bloom to celebrate
the lowering of democracy a strelitzia of complementary colours,
sky-blue and orange-yellow.
Walking past the bush
of bending stems
and heavy lower heads
I saw a lash of ruby-red,
and emerald-green,
a jewelled sunbird,
slipping a scimitar beak
between the pointed petal folds,
to sip the seams of liquid gold.
Like that bird, we are
a nation nurtured on the precious sap
- a life poured out Mandela’s Gold

Mandela’s Gold strelitzias growing inside Kirstenbosch Gardens near the
Camphor Avenue are a favourite haunt of Lesser Double-Collared and OrangeBreasted Sunbirds.
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Redemption
They found it almost dead
within deep shade
beneath dense undergrowth,
almost invisible.
But someone saw
- half-dead is also half-alive carried it home,
removed the damaged limbs,
gave two years of tender care.
Redemption can happen
if you are gentle,
take time,
give water, food
the warmth of sunlight
just the right amount of space.
Now a fragment of its
seamed and furrowed trunk
bears fragile branchlets,
and a smattering of young, green leaves.
Weathered, aged, but
no longer dying,
it stands proud a Wild Olive Bonsai
of a hundred and ifty years.

This poem was inspired by the words about a Wild Olive Bonsai donated to
Kirstenbosch for their permanent collection by the Oyama Bonsai Kai in 1999
and displayed at the Bonsai exhibitions of 2011- 2012 and May 2013.
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Everlasting
Everlasting, Sewejaartjie,
lower that never fades.
Woolly-stemmed, delicate,
tissue-paper petals
clothed in yellow-gold,
strawberry-pink,
or fawn on silver-white,
you root on windswept vlaktes,
in rocky clefts and permafrost,
sand-blasted dune-streets,
winter-water marshland.
Bright stars of the fynbos,
you thrive in harshness.
First seen and loved
within the veld,
you became an icon
in my life - a lover’s letter
from a mountain top,
a posy for my 21st
and at our wedding,
button-hole and
altar lowers of choice.
Today, true to the tenacious
nature of your growth,
you remain a sacred symbol …
hope of Everlasting.
A literal translation of the Afrikaans lower name Sewejaartjie, Helichrysum
syncarpa, would be “Little Seven Years”. I have encountered many of these in my
wanderings in the mountains of the Western Cape.
vlaktes – wide plains.
Fynbos comprises most of the Cape Floral Kingdom which is home to more than
6800 plant species, 5800 of these, found nowhere else in the world.
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The Visitor
We had a visitor yesterday,
from out of town.
He sat in the park across the road, watching;
watching and listening to the chatter
as nannies in bright headscarves
gave juice and biscuits
to the toddlers in their charge.
I watched him crane his neck, his eyes
following the ball
as I threw it for my dog.
His presence scared the pigeons
coming for the crusts
left from someone’s lunch, for
they rose as one and swept away …
he did not move.
He was still there late afternoon
when lovers left the bench
for the lonely girl who came,
as she always does, to watch
the ghost of her dog long since dead,
wander slowly round the park.
I wondered if he was hurt, or resting;
or waiting for the twilight
when the striped mice emerge
and scurry on mouse paths
in the tussocky grass.
But as I watched him watching
me with his ierce gold eye,
he lifted great, grey wings, wheeled around,
and lapped silently away into the mist.
On my street there is a neighbourhood park where I go with my dogs. Raptors
nest here in some very old, very tall Eucalyptus trees.
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The Sculptor
Braided hair,
a wide endearing smile,
Gift, the sculptor, greets us
with outstretched hands
that envelop ours,
massive, muscular,
toughened by the stone
he hones.
With practised eye and gentle touch
caressing blocks of
mottled green and yellow
Leopard stone,
with ingers sensitive
to every ridge or edge
he traces form within the block,
discerns the shape that waits release;
shows us where with
hand-held tools he’ll carve
and pare away an excess,
leave roughened rock,
or sand and scrub
to smooth and shine the delicacy of a face.
He says ‘the beauty found
in trees and leaves,
the ways of all the animals,
the people from my village home
are all my inspiration.
My calling is to free that beauty for the world,
through my stone creations.’

Gift Muchenene, a Zimbabwean, was Sculptor in Residence at Kirstenbosch
National Botanical Gardens between 2006 and 2011. Gift explained his work and
sense of calling during a retreat day in the gardens.
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A Note About Retreats

A retreat is a time of withdrawal from daily life, for rest, r e lection,
prayer and listening to God. I have found that walking in silence,
in nature, helps this purpose, and brings refreshment, clarity and
often healing. At the same time there is greater connection with
creation.
For some years I have facilitated retreats. Once I facilitated for the
novices of the Christian Brothers’ Training Centre in Cape Town.
These novices are men in training for ministry as Christian
Brothers, as teachers or community workers, serving poor, mostly
rural communities. The group included men from Sierra Leone,
Zambia and Kenya.
Retreats mentioned in the following poems were held in a variety
of venues, including The West Coast National Park and the
Afromontane forest above Kirstenbosch Gardens on the slopes of
Table Mountain.
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Visitation
In the mundane act
of making breakfast for
a tribe of hungry novices,
I sense something is
watching me.
I turn and through
the stable door
that opens to the green
and grassy coastal plain
I meet two liquid, amber eyes.
Above a dewlap
and a coat of fawn
two twisted horns adorn
a massive, handsome head.
Immortalized in ancient art,
rock etchings spanning eons,
this revered symbol of the San,
of female fruitfulness, prosperity,
compels, and holds my gaze
And I, motionless and silenced,
I’m honoured by
the sudden visitation of this eland,
regal,
monumental,
standing at my door.

San – irst peoples of South Africa.
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Forest Retreat
In fading light
we tread a winding path
that leads into the forest,
our footfalls muf led
by the soft crush of leaves
below our feet.
Darkness drops down, thickens,
the mountain looms,
a darker mass
within the dark;
tree tops close above our heads
blot out the sky’s remaining light.
Deep in the forest
where trunks are densely packed
and lianas hang in knotted loops
we pause, careful
where we place ourselves.
We sink into a silent world
to watch and wait.
A half-moon rides the leeting clouds,
dapples the forest loor with milky light.
All senses sharp,
eyes search shifting shadows,
watching for unseen forest life that
wakes up after dark.
A cold wind stirs the leaves,
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the scent of humus rises from the ground.
Ears strain,
a nightjar calls.
The pale shadow of an owl’s wing
drifts through the trees.
We watch and wait.
A single spark of light
lickers in the dark,
then another;
suddenly they’re all around,
rising silent from the forest loor,
in a blaze and lare of gold and
pure pulsating energy.
For one night only
brilliant with ire
and light, they seek
to ind a mate the ire lies.

This night walk was part of a retreat with the novices in the forests above
Kirstenbosch Gardens.
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Retreat at Langebaan
We walked out at dawn
to catch the spring-tide low
- a silent pilgrimage a retracing of the steps of Eve,
who left her footprint
at the edge of the lagoon,
one hundred and seventeen
thousand years ago.
The receding tide had left
a patterned mud-scape,
sand-beige laced with blue,
a maze of tracks and tunnels,
ridges, ripples, a million
half-moon hollows, gleaming,
watery, sun-silver and sky-blue.
We trod where powdery sand
edged banks of water grass,
avoiding queasy suction
of mud- lats underfoot.
High spring-tide had left old foam
draped on blue-green spears,
like ragged linen-sheets
spread out to dry,
and cast up treasures - feathers,
white-whorled shells,
the fragile exoskeletons
of tiny crabs, bleached
and paper thin.
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The low tide line allowed
us space below sand cliﬀs
undercut by currents,
strange contorted strata,
striated, pebbled, potholed,
a honeycomb of highways
and hideaways for countless
mice and nesting birds,
half hidden by a sprawl
of creeping plants,
red stems, white lower heads,
a scattering of stars.
Salt-marsh edged with Strandroos
stretched beyond the cliﬀs,
kaleidoscopic colour,
crimson, russet, burgundy,
lime, and lying in the centre,
a harlequin – a single
resting Bontebok. He did not move
but watched us pass.
At our approach a lock of
black-capped Arctic Terns
rose, a glittering of wings,
a cloud that swirled then
settled on a sand bank
beyond the water’s edge.
With hot sun high
we plodded from the beach
up stone-cut steps to
reach the little white-washed church
perched high
above the water’s edge.
Strandroos – Dune Rose, Limonium perigrinum.
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Below a wizened, windblown tree
we stared across the water
to distant low-slung hills immersed in silence, broken
only by the cries of gulls,
and the rumble of Atlantic waves,
behind the sand-bar dunes.
We watched the turning of the tide;
a sudden surface ripple,
the scrolled lace-edge of water
racing in, sand islands
swallowed by the rising tide;
the boats, that in the morning
had lain drunken on their sides,
now drifting peacefully at anchor.
Our way home round the water’s
edge now swamped
we took an inland route.
And as we walked I thought of Eve;
her pilgrimage, a search for food
for sustenance of body,
our pilgrimage, a search for food
for sustenance of soul

This contemplative walk followed the edge of the Langebaan Lagoon where a
woman’s footprints, perhaps the oldest known, were found. She was nicknamed
Eve.
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Master Tracker - Dedicated to Dawid Bester (1930 - 2001)
Venturing out in early light
to ind the ancient shifting dunes
I stumbled on a track
that wound through spiny thicket
hung with spider webs
all dipped in dew
- the Dawid Bester Trail Memorial to the West Coast
Master Tracker,
who lived and died
among the dunes.
Once I heard him say
‘I’ve wandered in this world
and sometimes lost my way.
A Presence drew me back:
Among these dunes I sense
that Presence at my side.’
The locals say that now his spirit
haunts the dunes.
Standing on a sweep of sand
a footfall made me turn;
but there was no one there,
just the lonely wind
tugging at the tufts of grass
spinning a ine hair circle,
their matted tendrils
searching for a rooting place,
a hold-fast in the shifting sand.

Dawid Bester grew up and worked in the shifting dunes of what today is West
Coast National Park, northwest of Cape Town. He was one of only three master
trackers in South Africa.
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The Francolins
Resting by the stream
on a cloudless autumn day,
the aroma of wild rosemary
mingles with the scents of
water, moss, dankness;
the stream pools, mirroring the sky,
just a pulse discernible
between the rocks.
Soft scuf ling alerts me a family of francolins
approach with caution,
heads on one side,
listening; beady, black eyes
looking,
unaware of me,
the voyeur in the grass.
Clambering over rocks
their long nails slipping,
skidding to the water’s edge,
the adults play sentinel, while
chicks dip orange beaks
and raise their necks
to let clear, cool liquid
slip down their throats.
When all have had their ill
they forage among rocks
and twisted tree roots,
uncovering juicy morsels and
bright yellow lower heads.
The adults summon, and
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they scramble up the bank.
Soon, their patterned feathers
merge with dappled shade.
Their soft calls, just audible above
the murmur of the stream,
the only sign
that they were here.
But, they left another trace the imprint of delight
on me

In Praise of Solitude
Just me and the wild wind,
blowing where it wills
the birds for company
the domed sky streaked
with cloud banks
forming and un-forming
my thoughts
like sailboats, drifting
down the stream
But, best of all, the silence,
ringing like a bell.
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David Barbour
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The mist and green hills of Hilton, Kwa -Zulu Natal are where I live
with Anne, my wonderfully patient wife and our beloved son
Howard. Early morning is the favourite part of my day as I sit by
an open window in my father's old rocking chair. It is h ere in the
early shadows of dawn that creation connects with me most. It is
also the best time to drink coﬀee!
I write poetry as a spiritual liturgy of my life's journey, the
typeface and page housing the frail structure of my response to
the mysterious otherness and intimacy of creation. However, my
best poetry is usually written without words in the deep, longing,
insatiable silence that is God.
My thanks to A Rocha for the writers’ workshop held near
Hermanus in the Western Cape. The limestone fynbos, the starry
sky, and our responses to each other with ‘resonating sentences’
will always be woven into my poetry. Here, in the quietness of
creation, I felt brave enough to allow others into my thoughts still
struggling to be expressed in words. I continue to be grateful for
this workshop as it allowed the formation of a new poetry group
that still sharpens my pen.
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Gone
In a basin of yellow grass
buﬀalo-ghosts graze in
malignant sun
as river slips away
from where the hippos dry
like rocks
whilst above acacia
giraﬀe necks shimmer
in breathless azure
over the hill the
rhino shuf les one
foot nearer the donga
and sadly
if you squint eyes
so tight
you can barely see
just the shadow-of-lion lies
lazying under the tree
in the African mirage.

If one gazes across the Drakensberg foothills, one can imagine what it might have
been like before the fences, cattle dips and homesteads.
donga – dry gulley, formed by soil erosion
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Worship
my child
worship no-thing
and please
beware of things
too divine
search rather in
dark shadows
of far-oﬀ constellation
between the inner pause
of your breath as it lifts and
falls in the silent stream
be raptured by the stuttered rests
that make the birds’ song sing
and the universe between
your living thoughts
as you walk
slowly
in the long shadows of a
Sunday afternoon
step prayerfully then
between the
cosmic lattice
that hangs colossal
her silk set to peg
our worlds buoyant in the
nothing breeze
my child
be gentle with mystery's edge
27

The Falls
Rags quilt the ridge
above the falls that clothe the
scrub as river's bottle-green
churns the daily chores
of women bent, their
red knuckles rubbing raw
yet beneath cracked soles
Umngeni drapes her silk
in woven sheets of mist

The Umngeni River lows through the Kwazulu-Natal Midlands, providing the
Pietermaritzburg and Durban region with water.
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Silent Light
Creator’s spectacular slow silence pulls
the self to inner sanctum’s universe
where echoed rhythms of my mind reverb.
Darkest caverns deep she waits to love dares each to leap the precipice on wings
of trust into the night of nothingness.
Jumping dead, into the silent light
we fall into the breath who called
it all to being, its night, its light, its seeing.

Contemplative prayer dares us leap into that which belongs to God and is beyond
human understanding.
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New Born
New born Hartebeest wet on grass,
birthed at dawn and up by dawn.
No white hospitals, bleached gowns or sterile wash
needed for his debut.
New born Howard wet in hands,
birthed at dawn not up by dusk.
GIFT, four doctors, natal ICU and UV light,
all needed for his coming out.

In this poem GIFT refers to a form of fertility treatment.
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Green Swollen
Creeds' cold faces, names and places,
battles waged in holy spaces,
dogged as the moon's new faces,
soldiers dead-tired, lonely keeping watch for mystic traces.
Stone hewn temples map the war zone,
hallowed walls as hard as white bone,
steeples still upon horizon,
religions' dogmas, proud where gentler paths did roam.
Time’s sure test these temples broken,
remnant scars are outright spoken,
God of earth and sky is woven,
through these cracks,
jungle-bursting stone, new roots,
green swollen.

After visiting crumbling temples in the Cambodian jungle I wondered if it might
be wiser to worship God in the coolness of the open ield, in sight of the
swooping swallow or laughing with mysterious glow-worms.
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Christmas
Morning's branch
scratches the
window as
cool liquid-air trickles
gently into the
ocean of lungs whilst
wet-warbling
bird ripples softly
through me and
Scrub Hare twitches to
nascent sounds at
shrub’s edge all
coil sprung
by hush of grass
the rip of wing as
rain-bowed-harp of
lower stem plucked
by thirsty sun begins
the silent carol of
this Christmas day
before God's gift is open
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Cathedral
A cathedral of soft walls
creation
a sacrament taken
no words from hymnal
or sermon to convince
Just the whisper of wind
the whistle of duck
the sip of swallow
the splash of spoonbill
this unpractised choir
that moves the soul
Here the willow and
I dip straws to
bottomless depths
longing to be quenched
This membrane thin
between earth and heaven
is where I am
my oﬀering can only be
to breathe and proclaim.
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Being Present
Somewhere I read,
hold something beautiful to heart.
So I held the butter ly to my centre, and
began tracing her patterns with
seamstress care as
chiﬀon wings sank to still, the
dress suited more for
dusk-cocktails than a
tê te-à -tê te on summer beach.
She or he, does it matter?
stood waiting as if the sun would
pour through the veined stained glass
to dye the monochrome below.
Then with holy-care her twinned mitre
of gossamer lace bowed to bless me
so I thought, and
when colour to light was called
her presence remained
- an ink drop in water sinking, dipping, rising, sweeping, curling
beyond the end of my toes.
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Last Reed Standing
Regardless of her hurt, yet from river bed
her broken body, trashed and raped for nil,
will rise to comb her hair, to tart her lips,
bone-tired, yet walk at night in bawdy air.
The sulphide ooze of streams once vodka clear
now stain the living beings that breathe the stench.
Inhabitants that must survive and stand
on corners of the marsh with callgirl eyes.
Her fainter friends have left this place now slain,
their spirits egging her to keep their pride. So
tall she stands against the yellow sky, now drawn.
Nature’s whore, dressed up to live or die.

A clump of reeds in a polluted bog evoked these feelings.
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Make Way
Dry leaves scratch in spirals blown
Hot dust shrinking eyes to leather
Wailing wind she raises caution
Calling out – Make Way
Drumbeats faint the pending timbre
The dogs of earth go running scared
Heavy soon the feet of thunder
Bellows out – Make Way
Cables spark whilst loosely swinging
Attaching all things earth to heaven
The sky-lit-graphs of God aren’t hidden
Candescent tell – Make Way
Heaven sinks earth’s veins disgorging
Spewing pungent ef luent streams
Apocryphal re iner’s river
Hailing down – Make Way
Spectrum fan the clouds are mending
Fresh baked roads rise up in steam
Jasmine breath the wind now calling
Renew the earth – Make Way
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Laurie Gaum
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I grew up in the Boland town of Wellington, studied Dutch
Reformed theology at Stellenbosch, and was privileged to start my
ministry in 1997 in a Presbyterian church in Gugulethu outside
Cape Town. Because my heart is that of an artist I see myself as an
activist theologian and artist. Currently I work with the Centre for
Christian Spirituality in Cape Town focusing on contemplative
prayer and action for social change. I write regularly for
newspapers and contribute to compilations. In 2010 I co-wrote
with my father Frits, a book of intergenerational conversations:
Praat Verby Grense * (Umuzi).
My work relates to everyday life, to human experience in general ,
and to the South African context. My writing is inspired by our
land and the earth. My poetry is embedded in spirituality and
prayer and becomes a linking together, almost like beadworkmaking or prayer beads, to help form the circle of community.
This serves as an important reminder that we are all bound
together in one earth-community, sharing all the elements that
low through our bodies, and joined through our relationships.
Our society needs to be reminded to re-enter communion with all
creation to renew our bond with the earth. My hope is that my
poetry in this anthology can contribute to champion the message
of a new environmentally conscious generation. I wish to
acknowledge the encouragement of the A Rocha group of poets
and speci ically, the enthusiastic participation of Sally Argent,
Allen Goddard, Estelle Kruger, Annette Snickers and Sarie Wessels
for translations into English that were true to the Afrikaans
originals.

* Talk Beyond Boundaries
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Die Skoenlapperman
Die oë mblik
vervliet
soos ‘n vlinder wat ligvoets sit,
dan weglapper vry gelaat
om herinnering te wees
van wat kon gewees het

The Butter ly Man
Eyes meeting
the moment leeting
as a butter ly sits poised,
then lutters oﬀ set free
to be a memory
of what might have been

Translators: Sarie Wessels and Allen Goddard
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Godtaal
Ek ontdek
die grense oor God is groot.
Om taal oor God te kry
is te ontdek…
om oor God te praat
bring my…
by die grense van taal en praat
waar ek eerder stilbly,
waar stilte al is wat oorbly.
Daarom bly ek nou stil

Godspeak
I discover
the limits around God are vast.
to ind words about God
is to discover…
to speak about God
brings me…
to the boundaries of language and speech,
where I rather fall silent,
where silence is all that remains.
Therefore I now keep silent

Translator: Allen Goddard
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Uitdyend
Dit vloei in my,
klots op,
geklopte skuim,
dit vloei riviere,
my are, konduı̈ete,
kanale: Kabbelende kabale ‘n vloed wat pomp,
meng, druppels laat marsjeer
in die aarde, in die wê reld,
steek gestokte vingers die lug in,
stoot lote die kosmos uit
dit bot,
dra,
stu op

Expansive
It lows in me,
laps up,
pulsed foam,
it lows rivers,
my veins, conduits,
channels: murmuring clamour a lood that pumps,
mixes, makes droplets march
into the earth, into the world,
stick- ingers reach into the sky,
thrusting shoots into the cosmos
budding,
bearing,
surging up
Translators: Sarie Wessels, Allen Goddard
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Voël in Vlug
Klokslag
trek die velle oop
vlerk sy oop,
boontoe
soen die lug
soen die lug…

Bird in Flight
Like clockwork
the vellum wings
swell open,
upward
to kiss the sky
to kiss the sky…

Translator: Allen Goddard
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In water (na Paul Snoek)
Swem is feitlik volledig in-balans-wees,
kans kry om oor en oor dieselfde beweging te vervolmaak
jy hang-sweef,
lig,
vloeibaar,
tog connected
dink-dig-wonder.

In water
Swimming is to be virtually in complete balance,
the chance over and over to perfect the same movement
you hang-glide,
light,
liquid,
yet connected
think-compose a poem-wonder.

Translators: Annette Snickers, Sarie Wessels

Paul Snoek is a Dutch poet. This poem alludes to his Een zwemmer is een ruiter/ A
swimmer is a rider.
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Allen Goddard
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Writing poetry is new to me though I have lived through poetic
lenses all my life. Johannesburg was my childhood soulscape and
home for more than thirty- ive years. There, the secrets of
wilderness are surprisingly abundant in one of Earth's great
urban forests, and in the seasonal transformations of the Highveld
sky.
Since 2001, after three formative years in Canada’s Paci ic
Northwest, my family and I have enjoyed making KwaZulu-Natal
our home. Living so close to the mountains and the sea is
wonderful, yet I am reminded almost daily that there is a long way
to go before Christ brings His just peace to South Africa and all
creation. So I often turn to solitude, with Scripture and pen,
remembering: In your light we see light… (Ps. 36:9)
Somehow with my Celtic name, from a part-Scottish ancestry, I
have always experienced a strong, deep kinship with earth and
creatures. I hope that with time spent in this anthology you will
also deepen your delight in creation and our Creator.
I owe more than I can tell, in publishing my contribution here, to
the delightful friendship and keen poetic sensibility of Heather
Johnston.
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Toad Crossing
Strolling a Hilton track,
twilight
almost spent,
I glimpsed a landing shadow
of the year’s irst toad
heading oﬀ
from wetland luting reed frogs
lirting with new promises
on the wind
Was he
feeling lashing silver,
rumbling in his belly
from some valley’s
distant thunder
and jumping disappointed,
the little patch of leopard
past my feet?
He squatted
long enough
to let my greeting
gentle on his throat
then disappeared
into closing dusk
so quick
as if
unimpressed
by the chorus on the lake
all full of mettle, so out of sync,
and wrong
about the rain!
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Pholela Valley Grass
Dancing on Maluti downwinds,
husks on multitudes
of ilaments
haloed in Sani sun
like sand lakes
strung,
all bow,
then vault to the horizon
Their source of music
silhouettes
even hiding orchids,
lilies and lobelia
and kisses asters
swaying boldly
blushing

Sani Pass crosses the Pholela Valley (pronounced with a hard ‘p’) between
Lesotho and KwaZulu-Natal in the Drakensberg-Maluti Biosphere Reserve.
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Evening Wind
On my haunches in headwater grass
above the Bloukrantz at dusk
my ingers cup
from the Northwester
nine petal starlets,
pricks of pollen
peering from white
Their fragrance,
bolder on the fading light,
alert as a musk deer downwind
might nose invisible skeins
and sense no danger,
only hidden topographies
of spring’s new nectar
My palms release this potion
of places
into the shrill
of night-new surrounds
and I have to rise
bereft,
but even at my going
something
in their galaxy
lingers
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Set Like Flint
The mountain side
bends to a harsh wind
drier than the mistral
that blew on Jonah
bushes strain to hold
clodding soil
grasses frayed to dust
for dearth of rain
It looks as though
the very peaks prepare
for their metaphorical
toppling into sea
but they will stand
through this beating
and cling to waiting
for the coming feet

I’m thankful to Estelle Kruger for her sand-play exercise that brought this poem
to me from initial idea and all but to completion, in ten minutes!
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Record of Decision
Since young Victoria
polo ields
have turfed Pietermaritzburg’s
Dorpspruit loodplain
like an ancient oval
of the Commonwealth,
but just the other day
our city planners’ north-south ‘corridor
of development’
rede ined
this plover park
as ‘prime’
The polo set
ran discontent
while interested aﬀected parties
baited city sentiment
and surprisingly, Council’s decision:
that players, horses, heritage
and the Jacaranda commons
would be here
to stay

But not long after,
before the dawn one day
SUV or tractor tracks
simply
appeared
cut deep into a century of sediment
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So now the weekly morning markets, meets,
and nearly all the birds but egrets,
umbrellas, horses, bales
and hot-ice boxes
have been replaced
by mounds of blackjacks,
khakhibos
and rotting refuse
And masking these
are concrete, tin,
and gleaming sales loors,
self-conscious redbrick
topped on locally indigenous
lawns, landscaping,
glass and metal billboard alleys
lashing promises in neon
of yet more market makeover
to come
Our city yeomen of the now
have ploughed and scattered
once-a-life-time lood lines
with invested pensions, futures,
and venture inance
sprawling hastily
but oh! so much less sustainably
than what remains,
what weeds remember
of the ields.

This and the next poem were honed thanks to Gert Swart.
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Creation Mourns the Lonmin Massacre 16 August 2012

I

Platinum

White Gold
shudders,
being crushed,
wants
to hide
its lash
on earlobes,
necks or thumbs,
hates
having to encase
the stuﬀ
of mass destruction,
the clinking
piles
of insomniac investors’
dreams,
outsourcing
of the wages
that demean,
the lining
on these white-hot
bullets
crazing,
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cries
of orphans
swallowed,
coughs
as silicosis
shreds
when health-and- itness
is for others
just another
corporate
perk,
all the ways
which acrid tunnels
break a man,
and countless daily deaths relived
in the descending
cage,
all these drill men
cradled
on the ground:
but dead,
and rising prayers
of widows
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II

Rocks

As columnists
quibble
over numbers
in the Lonmin tragedy
because their lines of
argument
wage
like our many wars
already marched
and run,
of icial tolls
are meaningless
to rocks
the dead were
drilling,
or
sand
still stained
like hallowed ground
which only hours
ago
was brimming
with their blood
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Should there
somehow have been
no
witness
left
with terror
to forget,
these stones
at Wonderkop
would
remember all
the trampled promises scattered in these standing, fallen faces,
and call
to some future generation
still complicit,
to yearning earth
and knowing heaven,
the dead
and living
rolls
of
names
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III Silence
Today
more than forty
brothers, fathers, sons
are gone
in ricocheting
silence
shouting
for that instant after horizontal hail
of gun ire

A nation,
of onlookers
pauses
sitting,
standing,
mute
as broadcast news
in nine of icial languages
hollowly intones
against
a sacred stillness
parliaments
of glib condolence,
and SAFM’s Money Web
scouts market
opportunity
in the drop
and surge
in
platinum
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But wives,
daughters, mothers, sons
of mourning,
a family extended
in this grip
of quiet,
spent
in choking pits,
the sinking pause
between each sudden new
paroxysm
of grief
Even leeing
wielders of machetes,
trembling,
ranks of men
sti led under helmets,
issue ri les
smoking
in the quiet aftermath
of thunder
know they cannot ever get away
from what this
long
awed
silence
says
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Leah’s Humpback
From the
Strait of Georgia
she broke the water
into air
with one purpose
in her last aborted breach
she beached
to rest herself
with death
and not be
drowned
A mystery
all splayed
in such an
unbecoming beast
on silver lats
is tragically too everyday,
too long not disentangling
her thrash
of trawling lines
her freedom
snagged
her powers all but snapped,
she lies leviathan raw
with salted
lacerations
and strangely safe
on warming
ground
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Eventually
she cuts free
from breath itself
in a visitation more
than all the curiosity
and crying
among
two hundred hands
of little ones
the earth
so quickly
found

Unfettered
now
with no
cry of
dereliction
down
into Paci ic
deeps
she dips
into her
inal
sound

Thanks, Leah Kostamo, for sharing your YouTube of the Humpback Whale.
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Wind on Bainskloof’s Witterivier
A ruf ling Southeaster
soon after dawn
ripples a Wellington mountain pool
to wake
blink white
as if light laid on such deeps
knows of God’s presence
gusted in circles
and dazzling
into a question
Unfreighted rocks
almost a loat under the pool face
lift heaviness out of my gaze
so that I can answer the frankness, the bluster
of this river’s youth
And what do I say?
Yes!
I am here
to be torrent roughed, tousled and cooled
like today’s irst sun sprinkled,
to answer God’s voice
over water
as a lad, half clad, whoops
ankle deep
in the daybreak
all sparkled,
and then
inding breath
leaps
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Extinction
A little boy in greeting
can’t hide the
curiosity behind
his isiZulu reply
In just two syllables
of his mother’s tongue
he looks, yes
down, reduced,
but standing taller now
he tells me straight
in mine
his second one
My smile
the prize that he has won,
but some
hidden grain
that only
germinates
in soils
of idiom
is gone

In A Rocha we take seriously the mystery of Genesis 2, that Earth’s store of
biodiversity and the memory of culture in every living language, are inseparable.
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Eagle Mending
Set free
to early morning
from darkness
in the holding box
and caged weeks
of recovery,
a young Black Eagle
blunders
into brightness
Slow ful illing wings
lift him
sideways
to an anthill,
but he topples
fumbling
on low grasses
Dark feathers bright again
this time to the wind,
gifting pinions eager,
launching,
bearing strong eyes away
to search
translucent canopies
So he thermals
easily
taming the wildness
of burnished blue
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John Roﬀ
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Hello. It is good and beautiful to be alive!
I write to draw attention to the sheer beauty and wonder of life,
and the daily miracle of sharing this world with millions of
glorious living things. I am at heart an educator, so m y writing
often has an educating element to it.
I also write in order to bring what I believe are important issues
to the surface, and to promote thought and discussion around
them. I particularly desire to encourage us all to think and act with
love and care towards ourselv es, each other, the whole Earth
community and God.
I do pray that God will use some of my poems to open the eyes of
our hearts, and help us move closer towards a simple gratitude for
life, open to beauty, wonder, joy, hop e and the truth that is being
spoken even now through all creation.
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Feather
They are just ordinary feathers
from those very common birds;
no doubt you’ve walked past plenty
of such debris on the road,
tossed from the squall of squawking panic
that is a launching Hadeda.
Something about this one stopped me though,
slipped like an oﬀering from a solitary soaring bird,
its gradual hues were speaking:
early morning’s bright sweet blue,
the darker subtle blues of mourning,
coy pink and muted purple surfacing
through sculpted curve and glowing line;
an intricately iridescent petal,
turned on its stem and throwing light.

The Hadeda Ibis is a common South African bird with a particularly strident
nasal call.
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Deeper
To get to know her
you must
dive
deep
beneath
her silky, oiled chocolate skin
and tumble
twist between her submerged
arteries of stone,
hide
as gnashing mandibles of rooted rock
shred water into shrill white foam, then
up
from
high above
observe
the river lex the quiet muscles of her power,
slowly
wish
that she would
brush those rippled curves
against the bank of your imagination,
hold
her brimming substance
in a cup of words.
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Second Life
In a corner of a churchyard lies a hollowed grindstone,
illed with water and inscribed,
in memory of one who keeps on giving back
with every bird that frisks, then soars
from bathing in that clean fresh pool.

I received this idea in the grounds of the Hilton Methodist Church, after seeing an
old grindstone that had been turned into a birdbath.
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Creighton Cemetery
Despite the irreverent coarse gargling of crows,
I hear a hopeful silence in this graveyard,
where thriving termite hills grow tall
beside the still grey stone.
Down here is an un-named plot only a metre long,
each iron bar of its short gateless frame
tipped with a pointed spear-blade
that’s brandished in the face of any god
who’d dare take one so young.
Ah, then my eye picks out a bunch of daisies
painted on a watering can
that’s balanced on a shale-heap grave,
such a smiling tribute that it makes me smile
and blink away the wall of spears.
Transcending time and origin,
the common threads of love and loss
join shale heaps with arching stone,
and every morning
in a planned bright ritual of hope,
each generous grave points east
and greets the warm and living sun.
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While we Sleep
While we sleep,
whole worlds of life erupt
beneath, around, above
our dreams.
Moles nose up to
pluck down grubs.
Bats weave hidden paths
among high branches.
Owls shape silence
into feathered balls
and hunch down
over fence posts.
Clouds of ire lies
shred the darkness.
And as we fold the evening’s washing,
somewhere close, on a moonlit plain,
elephants are quietly folding bark and leaves
into their soft receptive mouths.

This poem was written entirely from my imagination – I have had many experiences
in wild places in Southern Africa, and in my mind I saw and felt the elephants simply
carrying on with their ordinary yet marvellous lives in the wild free places north of
where I live.
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At the Fence
A long taut grid of woven steel
keeps me from touching
ields of winter grass,
but cannot stop the friendly land
from offering up gold handfuls of hope:
the welcome sway and rustle
of a million silken stalks.

Parts of a Wedding
Rain walks across the sunset
like a girl in a grey wisp dress.
Sun behind clouds
pours light on her path.
The skyline is smudged
by the brush of her feet.
The earth throws lying ants like confetti.
Written with Iona Roﬀ (age 9)
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Snowstorm
A spinning swarm around the sun,
light lakes of snow
blot out the rain
and fall,
in little living silences;
some land,
as bold as bees
right on my warm and hopeful tongue,
some drop to earth, sighing,
stop,
and blink into the grass.

Days After
Snow sleek on the soft rolling couch of the hills,
like a scatter of cats with white tums to the sun,
all fast asleep
in no hurry to move.
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Jumping up
A humid night,
the hot road popcorns up
a swelling wave of tiny frogs
that leap in perfect arcs beneath
an out-loud
shout
of stars;
suddenly
I am aware.
This poem ‘sprang’ from a brief yet powerful encounter with thousands of frogs
on a city road.

For One Second, High Above
Sweeter to me
than any human music,
a Bateleur sang its raucous toad-like
bark of a call
charged with all the hope
of wild places,
where dreams still grow.

The Bateleur is an eagle found in remote parts of the African bush.
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To the Miners of Anthracite on the Boundary of iMfolozi
Game Reserve
It is not just
that you have fouled the rural beauty of the homes of generations.
It is not just
that you have robbed the resting place of the ancestors whose
stories twined with the land, the place they lived.
It is not just
that you tread on the respect our fathers taught us,
whose very graves you cleave from out the still-warm body of the
earth.
It is not just
that land here is drying out before its time, down dark holes that
swallow the water cycle.
It is not just
that a thousand growling lorries bury the grass with dust, the
grazing for the cattle gone, those cattle who cannot eat your
money.
It is that
you have stolen
the blanket of innocence,
the unruf led silence of millennia,
the wilderness inheritance,
of every South African, yourselves included.
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In Praise of Earthworms
‘Oh beautiful worm,
cool in the soft soil,
companion of roots,
mixer of soil,
maker of compost,
stretching, contracting,
tiny rings of muscle
propelling you through the ground,
pink treasure, gold-of-the-ground,
you move much more than a bulldozer,
transforming barren earth to fertile land.’
A million years of slow creation has
forged these splendid creatures in the foundry of time;
slowly forming the depths of soil on which we stand,
alongside light, gold, dancing grass.
Can all this richness be reduced
to a dark squirm in an old tin,
limp stillness jammed on a curved hook,
to catch something that
makes men feel good
about themselves
for a day?
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Birdwatcher
Delighting in
not ticking
not listing
not naming
every cheerful bubbling note
on this most orchestrated evening.
I'm wooed and smitten by
the softness, pattern, size
and wholeness
of a thousand feathered beauties,
loving the surprise and busyness of
tiny buzzing feather-balls
all whirring from the grass.
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